
Central to your stay

Copenhagen
Denmark



Copenhagen West By Charles Hope

are situated in Copenhagen's new

green district (Valby) with a focus

on community and nature. Here

you do not compromise on city life

as you’re only A short distance to

cultural offerings, restaurants and

public transport. 

Whichever of our three  bedroom

apartments  you stay in you’ll find

In the heart of the apartment an

open and bright kitchen. Very

modern and well equipped kitchen

with a cooker, hood, fridge-freezer,

induction hob, built-in oven and

dishwasher. 

The floors are oak parquet, which

supports the Nordic feel to these

modern apartments. Bathrooms are

built with stylish tiles and leads

onto a utility area equipped with a

dryer and washing machine. The

apartments also boast

complimentary wife smart TV’s 

You can enjoy nature on your

balcony, terrace or roof terrace,

designed for the draw in the best

light. The courtyard is decorated

with an oasis-like feel, so there is

room for both relaxation and play.

In There is also bicycle parking at

the property.



Only in Copenhagen does the

morning rush of cyclists look more

like a runway show on wheels.

Forget Milan; when it comes to

style, it's hard to beat Copenhagen's

denizens. Few people have such a

knack for effortless cool, driven by a

reverence for simplicity, detail and

understated beauty.  Copenhagen is

not only the major corporate hub in

Denmark but a thriving tourist

hotspot, from an amazing Cafe

culture to amazing museums,

Copehagen West can proivide and

amazing base to supply them all.

Featrues:

Dishwasher

Washing Machine

Fully Equipt Kitchen 

Wifi

Coffee Machine 

Balcony 

Secure Parking 

Weekly Housekeeping 

Local Registration Possible 

Click here to book now

https://charleshope.co.uk/


Location

Click here to book now

https://charleshope.co.uk/


2 Park Court, Premier Way, Abbey Park, Romsey, SO51 9DH

0203 983 6300

www.charleshope.co.uk


